
Second Semester Study Guide Outline 

Due day you have the Final Exam: ___________________ 

Use the below Topics, Essential Questions and Vocabulary to create your own study guide following the directions provided on the ‘Create Your Own Study Guide’ Instructions Handout. 

Unit 4: Molecular Genetics 

Essential Questions: 

 How are proteins formed? 

 How are proteins affected by mutations? 

 What are sources of mutation? 

o Both natural and unnatural 

 How does meiosis lead to genetic variation? 

 What is the function of mitosis in multicellular organisms? 

 What is the function of meiosis in multicellular organisms? 

 What are the differences between mitosis and meiosis? 

 What happens when the process of cell division goes awry?   

 How does cell specialization and differentiation create complex organisms? 

 How are genes regulated in multicellular organisms? 

 How does DNA get its shape?    

Topics: 

 Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis 

o Illustrate and explain how crossing over in meiosis contributes to genetic variation 

o Haploid vs Diploid 

 Decipher the genetic code to model protein synthesis  (Interpreting base pairing) 

o Determine the structure of a protein based on the sequence of DNA nucleotides 

o Be able to explain Protein Synthesis from start to finish (including all major components/molecules involved) 

 How mutations contribute to genetic variation. 

 Cells are specialized to produce specific proteins for specific functions. (list different ways they are specialized) 

 The instructions for making proteins are coded for in the DNA of a cell.  

 In multicellular organisms, individual cells grow and divide via mitosis 

 Cellular division and differentiation produce and maintain a complex organism 

 Each chromosome consists of a single long DNA molecule that contains genes that code for characteristics. 

 All cells in an organism have the same DNA. 

 Not all DNA codes for a protein.  Some DNA is involved in regulatory or structural functions, and others serve no known function.   

 Explain how genetic variation is ensured via the process of meiosis and mutation 

o Include Crossing Over 

 The variation, distribution, and mutation of traits in a population are dependent on both genetic and environmental factors 

 Explain how the accuracy of DNA replication maintains the integrity of an organism’s genome from one generation to the next.  

 Make and defend a claim based on evidence that mutations can be caused by sources such as environmental factors/mutagens 

 Explain how the structure of the DNA double Helix allows for accurate DNA replication 

 Compare and contrast the roles of the three types of RNA in the process of protein synthesis 

 Model the replication of DNA and Protein Synthesis(provide examples of transcription and translation base pairing rules) 

 Evaluate and communicate similarities and differences between replication and transcription  

 Explain how most eukaryotic genes are regulated 

o Relate gene regulation to development in multicellular organisms 

Associated Vocabulary: 

DNA        RNA        Gene        Protein        Double Helix        Transcription        Translation        Replication        Mutation        Mutagen        mRNA        tRNA         rRNA          

Mitosis         Meiosis          Chromosome        Homologous(Chromosome)          Diploid         Haploid         Sexual Reproduction          Gametes         Zygote        Homeotic 

Gene          Homeobox Gene          Cancer        Differentiation   

 

Associated Textbook Chapters 10.1,10.3,10.4; 11.4; pg. 342-343; 12.2-12.3; All of Chapter 13 

 



 

Unit 5: Inheritance 

Essential Questions: 

 Why do individuals of the same species vary in how they look, function, and behave? 

 How does sexual reproduction lead to genetic variation? 

 What is the relationship between dominant and recessive forms of an allele? 

 How is probability used to predict the expression of traits? 

 How does genotype affect phenotype? 

 How does a Punnett Square accurately predict offspring outcomes? 

 What is a Karyotype?  What can it be used for? 

 What is non-disjunction?  How can it affect offspring? 

 What is a pedigree? What can it be used for? 

Topics: 

 Genetic variation is attributed to the process of meiosis and mutation 

 The variation and distribution of traits in a population are dependent on both genetic and environmental factors 

 Types of dominance (complete/incomplete/codominance) 

o Provide explanations and examples 

 Illustrate and explain Independent Assortment and Segregation of Alleles 

 Explain how mutation leads to new alleles 

 Develop phenotypic and genotypic ratios for monohybrid and dihybrid crosses for all patterns of inheritance 

o Dominant/Incomplete and Co-Dominance/Sex Linked/Polygenic Traits 

o Include a Punnett Square example of each of the above 

 Identify patterns of inheritance in a pedigree 

o Be able to predict outcomes based on a pedigree 

o Provide a labeled pedigree example 

 Read a karyotype to identify gender and the effects of aneuploidy.  

 Apply concepts of probability to explain the variation and distribution of phenotypes in a population.   

   

Associated Vocabulary: 

Alleles    Homologous  Sex Chromosome Autosome          Karyotype   Heterozygous        Homozygous     Heredity   Genotype 

Phenotype          Incomplete Dominance        Multiple Alleles     Polygenic Traits           Pedigree      Trait Gene         Principle of Dominance        

Sex-Linked Gene Nondisjunction    Principle of Independent Assortment 

 

Associated Textbook Chapters: Chapter 11 (except 11.4) and 14.1-14.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Unit 6: Common Ancestry and Diversity 

Essential Questions: 

 What is the difference between a theory and a hypothesis? 

 How did photosynthesis create the atmosphere we have today? 

 How did increased O2 alter life on Earth? 

 How does increasing CO2 levels alter Earth’s processes? 

 How did early microbes alter the environment? 

 What is our current theory on which type of organisms were the earliest to evolve? 

 What evidence is there for evolution and common ancestry? 

 How many separate times do scientists believe life began on Earth? 

Topics: 

 Early Earth 

o Formation/Chemical makeup/Age 

 Different theories of the origin of life 

o Spontaneous Generation 

o Primordial Soup 

o Panspermia 

 Describe the Miller-Urey experiment and why it was important 

 There is substantial evidence for evolution including: (Define and give an example of each) 

o Fossil records 

o Comparing DNA sequences among different organisms 

 How can you tell how closely related organisms are using DNA? 

o Similarities in amino acid sequences among different organisms 

o Anatomical evidence (Describe and provide a specific example for each) 

 Vestigial Structures 

 Homologous Structures 

 Analogous Structures 

o Embryological evidence 

o Derived Characters 

 Cladograms  

o Include and describe what is being shown for one cladogram 

 Explain the reasoning behind this statement: “All living things come from a single common ancestor” 

 

Associated Vocabulary: 

Fossil        Paleontology         Homologous Structures         Analogous Structures         Vestigial Structures         

Embryology        Cladogram         Phylogeny         Evolution         

 

Associated Textbook Chapters:  16.1; pg. 454-455; 16.4; 18.2; 19.3 

 

 



 

 

Unit 7: Mechanisms of Evolution 

Essential Questions: 

 What is the relationship between natural selection and genetic variation? 

 How do expressed traits account for differences in individuals? 

 What factors interact to drive evolution? 

 How does the physical environment affect species survival? 

 Why do species become extinct? 

 Why do populations, not individuals, evolve? 

 What is the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium? 

Topics: 

 Explain the cause and effect relationship between natural selection and adaptations that lead to evolution. 

 Describe disruptive selection, directional selection, and stabilizing selection and their role in the theory of evolution. 

 Describe how environmental factors lead to competition, struggle for existence, and survival of the fittest. 

 Describe how natural selection affects the rate of speciation.  

 How do the following drive adaptations in populations? 

o seasonal temperature, climate change, or geographic barriers  

 Explain how group behaviors such as, herding, schooling, flocking, and migrating can increase the chance of an individual’s 

survival and reproduction rates. 

 Explain what this means: 

o Natural selection occurs only if there is variation in genetic information between organisms in a population 

and variation in the expression of that genetic information (trait) that leads to differences in performance 

among individuals 

 Evolution is the consequence of the interaction of four factors: 

o (1) Potential for a species to increase in number 

o (2) Genetic variation of individuals in a species due to  mutation and sexual reproduction 

o (3) competition for an environment’s limited supply of resources that are needed  to survive and reproduce 

o (4) Proliferation of organisms  that are better to survive and reproduce in that environment  

 Explain how changes in the physical environment contributed to the expansion of some species, emergence of new species, and 

decline of current species 

 Explain why species may become extinct if they can longer survive and reproduce due to drastic changes  

 

Associated Vocabulary: 

Natural Selection         Allele Frequency        Genetic Drift          Speciation         Divergent Evolution          Convergent Evolution         Genetic 

Equilibrium          Adaptive Radiation           Disruptive Selection          Directional Selection        Stabilizing Selection          Adaptation           

Reproductive Isolation          Temporal Isolation          Behavioral Isolation         Struggle for Existence        Survival of the Fittest           

Coevolution   

 

Associated Textbook Chapters:  16.2-16.3; 17.1-17.3; 19.2 

 


